
Ramblers Lake District Area

Minutes  of  Area  Footpaths  Committee  meeting  held  at  Stricklandgate  Methodist
Church Hall, Kendal, on Saturday 15th October 2016

Present
Chairman: Dave Harrison (Kendal)
Group  Footpath  Secretaries:  Alan  Duval
(Penrith), Phil Walker (Furness), 
Others:  Dennis  Pook  (Area  Footpath
Secretary),  Brian Jones (Vice Chairman),
Ian Brodie

23/16 Apologies
Jean  Walker  (Lancaster),  Jennifer
Gallagher  (Grange)  Neil  Herbert
(Lancaster)
24/16 Minutes of 18/6/2017 meeting 
Approved

25/16 Matters Arising
3/16 & 14/16 Trowbarrow Quarry
IB-the  closure  notices  on  the  level
crossing are misleading as no mention is
made of  the present  concessionary  path
or the RoW to be created.
BJ-there  has  been  a  mix  up  between
Network  Rail  &  Lancs.  County  Council
which should be resolved eventually.

8/16 & 14/16 Big Pathwatch
DP spoke to David Gibson. No reports 
were sent directly to CCC, they were all 
forwarded by LDNPA.  Of the first batch of 
50 or so half were ‘problems’ already on 
their enquiries list and the remainder were 
either too vague or concerned temporary 
features such as ‘wet path’ or ‘muddy 
trek’. So the CCC RoW team chose to 
ignore the rest of the reports submitted.

9/16 & 14/16 Temporary Diversions
DP-David Gibson confirmed that is the 
CCC policy not to suggest an alternative 
route along a public road ‘which does not 
have adequate provision for pedestrians’ 
when a RoW is closed temporarily.

The Highways Department can be asked 
to carry an ‘access audit’ to include criteria
such as ‘line of sight’ to evaluate the risks 

to pedestrians, but the RoW team does 
not wish to spend its limited budget on 
such an audit. DG says this policy is 
backed by his superiors.

9/16 Housing Development at Appleby. 
AD-The public inquiry will be held on 29th
November and will only consider the order
affecting  the  rail  crossing; Story  Homes
have chosen not to be represented. There
are no objections to the other order, and
Eden have retained it, but have said they
will not confirm it until the order for the rail
crossing has been determined.  Within the
housing estate the path is  now open on
the  new  route,  so  Cumbria  CC  are
pressing  Eden  to  confirm  the  second
order.

10/16 YDNPA Footpath Advisory Group 
BT-No  Lake  District  members  were
available to attend the meeting.
AD  is  to  join  this  forum  following  the
YDNPA extension. 

17/16 Marble Quarry Inquiry
BJ-The  inspector  decided  not  to  confirm
the order.

21/16 Definitive Map
DP-Nick Thorne (LDNPA) commented that
the original 1976 version is  the definitive
map  and  will  be  until  a  new  version  is
produced  when  all  the  DMMOs
subsequent to 1976 are ‘consolidated’. In
the meantime all DMMOs are recorded on
the digital  version held  by  CCC.  LDNPA
are  the  only  National  Park  to  also  hold
their  own  digital  version  which  Nick
updates  as  DMMOs  are  confirmed/
processed as a Legal  Event  Modification
Order (LEMO).  He claims to be the only
National Park officer to have this role; all
other  National  Parks  pass  on  their
confirmed orders to the relevant Highway
Authorities.   



26/16 Sharpe Legacy
It  was  agreed  that  DP  will  ask  Area
Council  to  approve  the  following
donations:
£1000 towards the cost of a boardwalk at
Rusland Moss. SD 332 884
£500 towards the cost of a footbridge over
Peathouse Beck, Swinside. SD 159 891

DP to contact LDNPA ranger regards his
negative  comments  on  improving  the
crossing of a beck in Kentmere.

IB-National  Trust  is  to  install  a
hydroelectric scheme on Greenburn Beck.
The  work  will  affect  a  path  leading  to  a
footbridge  (NY  294  032)  installed  with
Sharpe Legacy funding. IB has asked if a
stile at NY 295 023 could be replaced with
a kissing gate as part of the works.

27/16 Reports to Area Council
Coastal Trail  IB-Natural England is about
to submit its report on the Walney Island
section to the Secretary of State. IB is to
comment, via Ramblers Head Office, that
the  proposed  route  does  not  extend  far
enough both to the south and to the north.
BJ commented that there is little difference
between the  existing  Lancashire  Coastal
Path  and  the  proposals  for  the  National
Coastal Trail.

28/16 Case Studies
BJ-A number  of  RoW anomalies  on  the
south side of Lancaster, which have been
ongoing  since  1966,  may  be  resolved
when a diversion order is made as part of
a  planning  application  for  a  proposed
development.
Gilsland-Proposed Diversion of  Hadrian’s
Wall Trail
The  letter  from  David  McGlade  (DM)  of
Northumberland National Park (NNP) had

been circulated prior  to  the meeting.  DP
had already spoken to DM and said the
Ramblers  would  not  object.  Following  a
discussion DP has agreed to contact DM
to say Ramblers will object but that a dual
route would be acceptable.
AD suggested  DP contact  the  Ramblers
FP  Secretary  in  the  adjoining  Part  of
Northumberland.

29/16 Access
IB-United Utilities have identified some 55
access anomalies in their landholdings at
Haweswater and Swinside. UU have said
they  will  with  Ramblers  when  resolving
these anomalies.
IB-the non-RoW path  on the SE side  of
Swindale,  which connects through to the
Sharpe Legacy part  funded footbridge at
NY506 116, has become overgrown and is
hard to follow on the ground. Ramblers to
ask  UU  to  reconsider  their  position
regards  creating  a  permissive  path/
PRoW.

30/16 Ease of Use Surveys 
PW-Of the two Furness members who had
expressed an interest in EoU surveys one
has moved away and the other has lost
interest.
DP-Lancaster  Group  has  5  members
interested  and  there  are  two  Grange
members  also  wishing  to  be  surveyors.
DP will circulate Group FP Secs. for more
volunteers  and  will  contact  Nick  Thorne
asking for a workshop next March/ April in
time for the May 2017 surveys.

31/16 Next Meeting
10.30  a.m.  on  Saturday  18th February
2017 in the Upper Room of Stricklandgate
Methodist Church Hall, Kendal. 


